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WHO WE ARE
WE REPRESENT THE CORPORATE GIFT DIVISION OF IMPORTANT HIGH FASHION AND DESIGN BRANDS

Our Brand’s license and distribution agreements allows us to design, implement and distribute products and strategies for 
those who work professionally in the business gift and incentive sector.

The relationship of active collaboration with the designers of the brands we represent exclusively is one of the most 
important assets of our company: We follow the stylistic dictates of the brand, interpreting them with the unmistakable 
Italian style, so as to make each collection unique.

Whether it’s a refined leather briefcase or a simple pen made of technical material, our focus is on creating exclusive 
objects that have a strong emotional impact and the perception of quality of the brand represented. The branded object, 
as well as an exclusive product to give as a gift, thus becomes a tool for incentive and loyalty activities.

OUR DIVISIONS
Structured and organized to provide the maximum possible support to your incentive and / or promotion campaigns.

CORPORATE GIFTS
Supply of our 

products for the 
business gift market 

and incentive

INCENTIVE AND 
LOYALTY
Design and 

implementation of 
incentive and loyalty 

systems

MERCHANDISING
Creation of collections 

coordinated to the 
corporate image

LEAD GENERATION
Development of 

marketing actions 
useful to generate lists 
of possible customers 
interested in products 

or services

CREATIVE WORKSHOPS
Specialists. Creative. Visionaries. Our designers must not 
only have talent in the art of creative design, but must be 
marketing experts, to understand how to promote goods 
and services through targeted visual communication.

STYLE OFFICE
The goal is always and only one, to be remembered, 
making the product “desirable” and the public “desiring”. 
Creativity is the key ingredient of any successful campaign.

BEAUTY CHAIN
Development of commercial initiatives dedicated to the cosmetic sector

COMMERCIAL CONSULTING
You can take advantage of the skills and experience of professionals, specialists and consultants in the sector. 
We will help you to establish the objectives to be achieved, and to find the most suitable articles for perfect 
completion of your campaigns.

QUALITY
Our quality control is born with the idea of the product and accompanies it to the inside of our logistic structures.
The constant search for quality throughout the production process of our collections, has led us to create an ad hoc division for 
continuous monitoring of productions all over the world. We use our specially trained inspectors dedicated to quality control at the 
production sites. In this way we can carry out a direct quality control by vertically following the entire production process from the choice 
of raw materials to the finished product.
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LOGISTICS SERVICES
Precision, technology and efficiency are the guidelines with which our organization takes care of every order. Thanks to 
a large and replenished warehouse, at the forefront in the logistics management of goods and shipments, we are able to 
process orders received in 24-48 hours.

PROGRAMMED DELIVERIES
We can store, manage and organize your goods in our warehouses. We will handle your shipments on your behalf and 
with your delivery documents.

DELIVERY TO TARGET
We also manage the direct delivery of individual products. Dedicated service, especially useful for orders related to 
your loyalty campaigns (Points collection, Gift Card, etc.)

REMOTE MANAGEMENT
You can manage and organize your goods in our warehouses through a precise and detailed control panel available 
24/24.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
We are able to ship globally and we have such flexibility that we can meet our customers’ particular logistical needs or 
requests.

Through thegiftcollection.net you will be in direct contact with us, always updated in real time on availability, offers, 
products and services.

DESIGN & DEVELOPING
We follow and control every phase of product creation, design, choice of materials, development and marketing.
Key features are originality and innovation with which each object is selected and thought, blending aesthetic beauty 
with maximum functionality, to satisfy all market needs in the best way

MARKETING RESEARCH
Each product is the result of Geo marketing research and analysis, to read the needs of the market, understanding them 
and foreseeing them.
Knowledge of the territory is aimed at making product selection, communication, sales, distribution and customer 
service activities more effective and efficient. Furthermore, each product distributed complies with the territorial 
regulations in force. Products, services, strategies & tools to be productive ALWAYS.

4
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OUR BRANDS >>

LICENSE AND DISTRIBUTION
All products distributed are official products. Each product is designed and built in close contact with the brands we are 
licensed to guarantee that every single item respects and represents the brand’s philosophy and standard.
The Brand is our first customer. Not just distribution license. It will not be strange, in fact, to find our products, directly on 
sale at the official stores of the brands we represent. The high standards and the collaboration in the project definition 
phase transform our “Brands” into our first customer.

PRODUCT ASSORTMENT
COLLECTION: 
PENS / OFFICE ACCESSORIES / LEATHER GOODS / PADFOLIO & BRIEFCASES / TROLLEYS & TRAVEL BAGS / 
UMBRELLAS / WATCHES / JEWELLERY / SILK ACEESSORIES / LADIES HANBAGS / SUNGLASSES / GOLF / BED 
LINEN AND MORE / THE ASSORTMENT AND VARIATION OF “READY TO STOCK” PRODUCTS ARE SCRUPULOUSLY 
PLANNED.

We select and reassemble our products every six months, to ensure maximum coverage and variation for each of your 
campaigns. All our products are available in ITALY and ready to start within 24 hours of ordering
Through our system thegiftcollection.net you can have, in real time, the updated situation of the availability of the moment 
and the detailed status of the scheduled arrivals. You can preview the new products coming, so that you can be among 
the first to be able to propose them for your future campaigns. We produce and distribute only official licensed products.

TAILOR MADE
Products made and dedicated for your campaign. In accordance with our licensed brands, we are able to provide a 
dedicated service for the realization of your completely customized products: design, graphics, realization. 
We can supply you with quick quotations of any product coming from Asian and non-Asian markets, as well as managing 
logistics, customs procedures and certifications. Each product can be customized with one of our signatures, or with a 
Brand of which you have all the necessary authorizations for reproduction.
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LOYALTY PROGRAMS
We have been implementing loyalty programs through our partners worldwide in different sectors such as petrol 
distribution, publishing, hypermarkets and Large-Scale Retail Trade. We design our products for campaigns in 
collaboration with customer and Brand following and monitoring the whole chain of production, quality control and 
distribution.

ELLE / FRANCE MATCH / FRANCE 
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LOYALTY PROGRAMS

LUKOIL / BULGARIA GAZPROM / KAZAKHSTAN 
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LOYALTY PROGRAMS

MARSUPIO SPORT
Doppia tasca con zip e 
catarifrangente.

ZAINO TEMPO LIBERO
Due scomparti separati, tasca frontale 
a filo e a rete laterali. Spallacci regolabili. 
Dimensione: 33x43x16 cm

OMBRELLO CON TORCIA
Apertura e chiusura automatica, 
con torcia led snodabile.
Dimensione: ø 95cm, L.31 cm

BORSONE VIAGGIO/ PALESTRA
Tasche laterali con chiusura zip, 
ampia tasca a filo frontale.  
Dimensione: 50x28xH25 cm

COLTELLINO 
MULTIUSO IN UNO
lame in acciaio, 
manico in alluminio.

* MULTIPLI INCLUSI, SCONTRINO UNICO. NON DANNO DIRITTO AL CUMULO DI PUNTI TUTTI I PRODOTTI CHE LA VIGENTE NORMATIVA PREVEDE NON POSSANO ESSERE OGGETTO DI MANIFESTAZIONI A PREMIO E I PRODOTTI E SERVIZI INDICATI NEL REGOLAMENTO. 
È UN’INIZIATIVA PROMOSSA DA TATÒ PARIDE S.P.A., VALIDA IN TUTTI I PUNTI VENDITA CHE ESPONGONO IL MATERIALE PROMOZIONALE.

DAL 25 GENNAIO AL 17 MAGGIO 2021

Riservata ai possessori di

+5,50€

10 PUNTI

+5,90€

15 PUNTI

+6,90€

15 PUNTI

+4,90€

10 PUNTI

+2,50€

8 PUNTI

+7,90€

20 PUNTI

+11,90€

25 PUNTI

+9,90€

25 PUNTI

+28,50€

45 PUNTI

TRACOLLA
Dettagli in ecopelle 
e tracolla regolabile. 
Dimensione: 18x22x5cm

TROLLEY CABINA
4 ruote. Interno a due scomparti 
organizzato, lucchetto a combinazione.
Dimensione: 54 X 36 X 22 cm.

CAPPELLINO
a sei pannelli con visiera.

PORTACHIAVI 
TECH COMBO
portachiavi, powerbank 
e cavo USB.

RICEVI 1 PUNTO ELETTRONICO OGNI 10 EURO DI SPESA*
Raccogli i punti, prenota il premio in cassa e ritiralo aggiungendo il contributo richiesto.
Termine ultimo per la richiesta dei premi: 31 maggio 2021.

STILE
PRATICITÀ
la

ha

COOP / ITALY UNICLUB / ITALY
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LOYALTY PROGRAMS

TRONY / ITALY Q8 / ITALY

ACQUA & SAPONE / ITALY
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CUORESPRESSO / ITALY TECNA PROFESSIONAL / ITALY

FARMACA INTERNATIONAL / ITALY
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LOYALTY PROGRAMS

EL MUNDO / SPAIN 

REPSOL / SPAIN 

FERRERO / ITALY
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BRAND PROFILE
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BALDININI 
Was far back in 1910 when the family, of which 
Gimmi is the third generation, took its first steps in 
footwear, making bespoke shoes entirely by hand. 
Today those craft skills are still as important as ever 
and are interwoven with creative expertise inspired 
by world culture. Many years of research and 
exploratory journeys, of experiments and triumphs. 
And a good number of collections before making 
the ultimate breakthrough.
Now, 100 years later and with millions of pairs of 
shoes under its belt, the company has more than 
100 Baldinini stores around the world in the most 
exciting fashion business locations. Its production 
unit employs over 250 highly skilled workers. 
Baldinini brand creations attract attention and are 
instantly recognised, they are the choice of a huge 
following of devotees and of the leading world 
fashion markets. 
Celebreties have been always fans of Baldinini for 
103 years of history. To mention several of them: 
Diana, Princess of Wales, Diego Maradona and 
Claudia Schiffer.
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GUY LAROCHE 

When Guy Laroche launched his eponymous
couture label in 1957, he had a clear aim in
mind: liberating women’s bodies away from the 
New Look, towards a comfortable, understated
elegance both « refined and discreet ».
His designs marked decades: creations such 
as the coat-dress and the shirt-dress continue to 
be a staple in women’s wardrobes today.
In 1966, Guy Laroche launched « Guy Laroche
Monsieur ». In 1966, our perfume for Ladies, 
« Fidji » is launched and in 1982, « Drakkar 
Noir » for men. They sold by hundreds of 
millions over the years and are both still 
successful today. The House soon proved to be 
a hot spot for its clientele: Jane Fonda, Faye 
Dunaway or Mireille Darc milled around the 
boutiques. His pioneering efforts were widely 
acknowledged and in 1987, he is awarded the 
Légion d’Honneur by the French government.
After Guy Laroche passed away in 1989, the
creative direction of the House was passed 
on to several designers including Michel 
Klein, Alber Elbaz, Marcel Marongiu, Adam 
Andrascik and today, Richard René.
The House has been a Member of the Fédération
Française de la Couture, du Prêt-à-Porter des
Couturiers et des Créateurs de Mode since its
establishment in 1957.
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ZOPPINI FIRENZE
Brand Zoppini born in 1997, created by Mauro 
Zoppini. The first important collection called 
“feeling”, rappresented by the modular bracelet  
in gold and steel, destinated to be “best-seller” 
for a long time.  Over time Zoppini knew evolve 
into a range of tasteful jewelry elegant and 
contemporary. Research and Design department 
enveloped some important collections ables to 
clothe the desires of the common imagination. 
Beetwen the 2003 and 2004 to celebrate brand 
was famous photographer Helmut Newton. 
In 2014 the brand testimonial was a soccher 
player and World Champion Alberto Gilardino 
with wife Alice. Between 2014/2015 Zoppini 
Made in Italy was certificated from important 
international systems: Made in Tuscany and 
Italcheck. In the same time/ year a small 
selection of jewerly was showed at the 7-star 
hotel i Dubay: “Burj Al Arab - Jumeirah”.
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ROBERTO TORRETTA
Roberto Torreta lives and works in Spain, 
where arrived from Buenos Aires in 1972. He 
established in Madrid and knoew the fashion 
world by the Trip Diffusion Society.

Nel 1981 born Snif, the fashion industry, 
wich was specialized in production of coton 
sportwear, but his creations become always 
more rich and creative. The first collection 
signed by Roberto Torretta was viewed during 
the fashion show Spring/Summer 1984 in 
Madrid.

In 1988 was opened the first official show 
room and then his collection was salleng in 
many important boutique of Spain.

In February’96 he makes his debut collection 
for Pasable Cibeles and after his carries with 
individual shows. In 2002 he received two of 
most important career award “Alfiler de Oro” 
from Fermoda and Pasarela Costa del Sol. 
In March’07 he project “GOODYEAR BY 
ROBERTO TORRETTA” for the american wheel 
industry.
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JEAN PAUL GAULTIER
Jean Paul Gaultier is a French haute 
couture and prêt-à-porter fashion 
designer. He is described as an “enfant 
terrible” of the fashion industry and is 
known for his unconventional designs with 
motifs including corsets, marinières, and 
tin cans. Gaultier founded his self-titled 
fashion label in 1982, and expanded 
with a line of fragrances in 1993.
He celebrates androgyny combinated 
street style and l’haute couture and 
other cultural symbolism. “to be yourself, 
whatever personal  characteristics 
and education you received”. 
Through transpositions, deviations and 
assemblages, the stylist gives life to 
transnatrional contamination. The stylist 
it aimed to destabilize the categories 
and consolidated social conventions. 
The JPG clothing models also tended to 
amplify sexuality, often blurring the line 
between linen underwear and outerwear. 
Innovator, conquer all the Hollywood 
stars and becomes one of the best French 
Maison most known in the world.
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DATCH
Datch born in the beginning of 2000, Verona 
neighbourhood, in the dynamic and proactive 
territory, where the fashion production and 
marketing have always found the fertile ground. 
Working very closing with Milan’s synergy 
and Italian high fashion the brand offers a 
mix of ideas, resources, styles, with a fresh 
and contemporary impression. To be DATCH 
means wearing men’s clothing with a unique 
magnetism, unconventional, mixed for an infinite 
combination of style.Cosmopolitan mood, urban 
impression, international expression: the culture 
of vanguard shows itself in each detail of the 
DATCH collections. Fashion means leave a mark. 
Behind the Datch style there is a story of Italian 
company extraordinarily rising in the fashion 
reality.
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LAVILLE PARIS
Born with a noble intention:“Being 
Timeless“; outside the logic of fast-fashion 
and excessive consumerism trends. 
The maison’s most iconic collection is the 
travel line in canvas with LAVILLE vintage 
leitmotif. 
Founded in 2010, this brands offers 
to customers accessories with typically 
French minimal aesthetic.

Viaggio e tempo libero COLLECTION
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ANDE dal 1978

From 1978 the history of passions, feelings, 
men and mountains - rapresent the spirit of 
ANDE. A family’s matter. When the family lives 
in symbiosis with the mountains - grow technical 
garments, shoes and accessory - fruits of passion, 
experiences and research. ANDE Burns thanks 
a fusion of 2 names: Anghileri Aldo e Dell’oro 
Fabrizio, the lovers of sport outdoors and outside 
life. Born Ande collection for alpinism, trekking 
and climbing. Founded in 1978 became a 
symbol of alpinism good quality garments for. 
Between 2000 and 2008 Aldo sold a corporate 
to a Chinese partner. After 4 years Ande close 
completely the door, but Anghilery family the 
ANDE name leaves marks: so many memories 
linked with the name... Philosophy does not 
change… and ANDE come back home.
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BOXEUR DES RUES
Literately:”street fighting boxer” - is brand 
taking its inspiration from savate, the French 
boxing that combines elements of the western 
boxing with the martial arts imported (at the 
beginning of the 19th century) by the French 
sailors from the Far East and Asian ports.  
Therefore, the brand essence is the fusion 
of “streetwear” and “sportwear” appair.
Boxeur de Ruesi s a young company born 
in 2005 formed by young people, whose 
missioni s to design innovative and trendy 
styles and to produce garments with the 
excellent quality and any items belonging 
top any social class and any age segment: 
called Street Fashion..
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DUCATI CORSE
The story of the Ducati dream began in
Bologna in 1926.
The world’s most attractive motorcycles
are the result of a deep commitment to
racing competitions; they are the purest
expression of refined skill, unmistakable
design and above all, a great passion 
for bikes. Ducati is proud to represent 
Italian industry - the essence of Italian 
style shows through the design of each 
bike. Sinuous, seductive and flexible 
lines with a permanent, timeless quality 
that sets an unsurpassable standard.

40
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SPARCO
Sparco S.p.A is an Italian auto part and 
accessory company headquartered in Settimo 
Torinese, Turin, Italy that specializes in producing 
items such as seats, steering wheels, harnesses, 
racewear and helmets. In 1977 Sparco started 
production of specialist clothing and accessories 
for team safety in motor racing.
Since winning their first Formula 1 title with 
Nelson Piquet in 1983 Sparco has continuously 
developed and improved its product and stands 
today behind Champion teams such as McLaren 
in Formula 1 and Subaru in the WRC.
The Sparco Racing Range provides safety and 
comfort for both drivers and crew with a wide 
range of FIA and other motorsport body
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INN MY HOME
Inn My Home has always been looking for the 
best innovation for home. The products are 
successfully distributed in 20 countries around the 
world. The offer ranges from accessories for the 
table and kitchen, to cooking tools, from furnishing 
accessories to accessories for professionals. The 
project, the style, the details, the packaging and 
everything that constitutes the product was born in 
the Italian offices by exploiting the skills, experience 
and tradition gained. Inn My Home follows and 
often anticipates fashion and market trends in the 
home world and is able to offer a useful product in 
many occasions, from a special gift to a wedding, 
to the architect or interior designer with the most 
exclusive needs. The history of Inn My Home has 
grown over time, achieving significant goals, 
running a modern and dynamic business.
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LA GOURMANDERIE
Founded with the aim of offering the best of 
the food and wine of the Alps, quickly become 
the ambassador of French taste in Italy. Stories 
to tell, ancient flavors and wane’s aromas, 
passing through the delicious and colorful 
macarons to seduce the palates of food lovers 
and gastronomic culture. From foie gras and 
paté to the great French cuisine: 
French delicacies arrive in Italy to seduce the 
palates of food lovers and of gastronomic 
culture.
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I TOOLS TECH
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INN MY HEALTHCARE
A wide range of articles, tools and accessories
for safety, hygiene and protection.
From disposable masks to Ozone generators, 
all items are customizable to meet



THEGIFTCOLLECTION.NET

BSC SPA
via XX settembre 1870, 50  -  47923  -  Rimini (RN)  -  Italy

Ph. 0541 811511  -  Fax 0541 811501
e-mail: corporate@bscincentive.com 


